
ACCENTS FOR
YOUR HOME



 EDITORIAL

At SAMOO, we manufacture custom design products, produced from 
quality materials, customisable to meet your needs. 

All our products are designed and produced in our Swiss manufacturing 
facility; fusing long-standing expertise and great passion for the  
craftsmanship. The open-mindedness of SAMOO, combined with your 
ideas, create distinctive products. These integrate themselves with  
style and discretion into your living environments. 

The promise of SAMOO lies in its individuality and its unique design,  
adapting to be of value in your life. We live our craft with a great deal of 
zeal and perfectionism, to ensure your SAMOO product feels right  
and makes you smile.  



SAMOO is fortunate, as a young brand, to rely on a qualified manufacturer 
with decades of experience in metal construction. s: stebler, as the leading 
manufacturer of mailbox systems in Switzerland, demands precise  
craftsmanship and utilises modern technology as a priority.  From beginning 
to end, SAMOO guarantees a consistently high level of quality as well as 
careful processing of premium materials. 

Only through the continuous progression into a future, which explores new 
horizons without limitations, can SAMOO offer its customer’s aesthetically 
pleasing and innovative design objects.   





Your day begins in the bathroom.  
A fantastic feeling, when your mirror 
cabinet is designed to exceed your 
demands. Elegant, distinctive and  
convenient in design, to ensure a  
sense of thrill with each interaction.

 BATHROOM



VALO 
Your face is illuminated flawlessly with 
the built-in lateral lights, creating a 
unique atmosphere in your bathroom.  

KAPEO
The slender elegance and frameless 

mirrors, allow the KAPEO to become the 
focus in your bathroom with great style.

SPECIO
The persuasive power of SPECIO lies 

within its subtle design and its understated 
functionality. Even without LED light,  

it manages to create a calm atmosphere, 
using a light source of its own.

KUVIO
The perforated and illuminated frame 

creates a unique ambience in your  
bathroom. The fine craftsmanship of  

the KUVIO imparts an additional 
 luxurious tone.  

CLARO
The subtle, modern design are distinctive 
features of a classic, expelling harmony  
in every bathroom. The LED light 
 uniformly illuminates the glass mirror.



INSTALLATION
OPTIONS

MOUNTED
The wall-mounted mirror cabinet, with 
extensive advantages, can be classed 

as an original. The illuminated frame with 
lateral perforation floods the room with 

atmosphere. 

ROOF SLOPE
A mirror cabinet in the slope of a roof? 

The solution is available with our special 
installation option.

INBUILT
The mirror cabinet’s body is completely 
consumed by the wall, blending in 
elegantly and subtly reflecting its 
surroundings. Alternatively, a partially 
built-in version is also an option.



CUSTOMISED DESIGN

Numerous options are available to meet 
your needs: open or tilted compartments, 
comprehensive lighting, light dimmers, 
additional sockets and shelving, as well 
as magnetic rear walls. 



A distinctive design creates a unique perception 
of space and an exceptional attitude towards 
life. In addition to the standard sizes, all SAMOO 
mirror cabinets are also available made to 
measure. You can choose any number of mirror 
doors, as well as light intensity and colour. 



“SAMOO MIRROR 
CABINETS  

ARE INVARIABLY  
A REFLECTION  

OF THEIR KEEPERS.”





Your rooms reflect your attitude  
towards life, and excellent design should 
be no different.  

The individuality of SAMOO objects 
complement your own, allowing for a fluid 
transition into your home environment. 
The high- quality aluminium build realises 
an elegant and timeless look. 

LIVING



ESPASO
This elegant room divider can separate 

spaces visually or acoustically.  
The upper section is equipped with 

inserts for plants, whereas the lower 
section offers versatile storage space.

OMASO
With its timeless design, the SAMOO 

side table integrates itself harmoniously  
into every living environment. Its tranquil 

presence and proportionate form make 
it every room’s eye-catching feature.

SUONO
The stylish SAMOO bench meets your 
expectations with its distinct profile 
and classic frame. The combination of 
aluminium and wood induce an elegant 
appearance and provides absolute 
comfort; conforming to every room and 
its surroundings.

ELO
The SAMOO plant wall emphasises the  
need for green in our living environment.  
The aluminium construction, with a 
built-in irrigation system, can be adjusted 
in its size and arrangement, depending 
on your personal requirements.  
With the appropriate choice of vegetation, 
the vertical garden can also be used for 
outdoor purposes.  



“NATURE AND LIFE, 
OUR INSPIRATION.”





Would you also like to embrace your style 
in your outdoor surroundings? Our unique 

SAMOO objects for the terrace, balcony, 
and garden make this possible – all 

distinctively customised, in high-quality 
materials and at a premium standard.

OUTDOOR SPACE



SOOLO
The stylish planter provides the perfect 
framework for your blooming terrace or 

the conservatory. Its distinct shape cuts 
into its surroundings elegantly yet does 

not fall short on practicality, with the 
integrated water control system. We can 

guarantee durability, yet the colour and 
size need to be defined by you.

FAENO
Homegrown herbs are the essence of  
a blissful and high-quality life.  
The SAMOO herb terraces accentuate the 
aromatic scents in your home with flair.

VANJO
Everyone who loves to enjoy sitting 
 outside during the warm months will 
appreciate a comfy cushion in the 
 garden or on the terrace. The practical  
SAMOO cushion box stores away 
 cushions quickly to protect them from 
rain, dew, or dust.



BLOMO
Raised beds are thriving. The stylish 
BLOMO allows you to comfortably enjoy 
your herbs and berries on hand.  
Alternately, enjoy the brilliant colours  
of your spring flowers.

FUOCO
Outdoor grill or design object? 
A grill rarely presents itself so discreetly 
in appearance and stylish in design. 
The Fuoco is manufactured from high- 
quality materials and its functionalities 
are precisely devised.
Whether for grilling the lamb rack,  
vegetable skewer or pizza, everything  
is always conveniently within reach. 

SOLEIADO
A raised bed enhances every modern 

terrace or orderly garden. The elegant 
Soleiado incorporates a temperature- 

controlled glass covering. With the first 
rays of spring sun, fragrant herbs, fine 

salads or tender vegetables can grow in 
your cold frame. 



“DURING THE CREATION 
OF YOUR SAMOO OBJECT, 

OUR PRIMARY FOCUS  
IS IN THE DETAILS.”





CONTACT
We would be delighted to support you 
on your journey of designing your own 
SAMOO object.

Please feel free in contacting us.  
We look forward to working with you.
Additionally, we would be thrilled to 
consult you in person – either in one of 
our showrooms or on your premises. 

SAMOO
Südringstrasse 6
4702 Oensingen
T +41 62 388 42 62
info@samoo.ch

samoo.ch
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